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Legal framework on freedom of religion and actual application
The Chilean constitution states that people are born free in terms of dignity and rights, and that the
family is the fundamental unit of society. Moreover, it mentions that the State recognises and
protects intermediate groups through which society is organised and structured, guaranteeing them
the necessary autonomy to fulfil their specific tasks. It also states that sovereignty rests with the
nation and that its exercise is limited by respect for human rights.
The constitution guarantees everyone “... freedom of conscience, the expression of all beliefs, and
the free exercise of all faiths insofar as they are not contrary to ethics, public morality or the public
order.” With respect to religious faiths, it states that religious groups can build and maintain their
temples and associated buildings in accordance with existing health and safety laws and
regulations. Temples and associated buildings, if used exclusively for worship, are exempt from all
taxes.5
Furthermore, Law 19638 of 1999, which defines the Rules on the Legal Constitution of Churches
and Religious Organisations, provides that no person shall be discriminated against on the basis of
his or her religious beliefs, nor can the latter be invoked in order to suppress, restrict or affect the
principle of equality enshrined in the constitution and the law. The State guarantees that people
can freely develop their religious activities and protects the freedom of Churches, religious
denominations and entities.
The law states that freedom of religion and freedom of worship, autonomously and free from any
coercion, entails for everyone, as a minimum, the right to profess or not to profess freely chosen
religious beliefs; the right to manifest such beliefs freely or to refrain from doing so; the right to
change or abandon one’s professed faith; the right to practise in public or in private, individually or
collectively, acts of prayer or worship; the right to celebrate holy days and rituals; and the right not
to be compelled to perform acts of worship or to receive religious assistance contrary to one’s own
convictions. It also notes that people may receive and impart religious instruction or training by any
means, and to meet or associate publicly for religious purposes.6

Incidents
In July 2014 a draft law went before Chile’s National Congress to amend Law No. 20,000 with the
aim of decriminalising the cultivation, harvesting, and possession of cannabis by individuals on
personal, spiritual, or therapeutic grounds.7
In September 2014 a draft amendment of the constitution went before Congress to require the
State and its agents to provide equal treatment to Chile’s different Churches as well as protect
conscientious objection.8
In November 2014 a draft proposal was introduced in Congress to add a new paragraph after
article 19.6 of the constitution, which reads as follows: “All Churches, religions and beliefs enjoy
the same equal treatment by the State and its agents, since the free expression of their convictions
cannot be limited in any manner. Everyone also has the right to conscientious objection towards
any particular religion that might violate his or her freedom of belief.”9
In October 2014 the Court of Appeal in Concepción upheld a ruling against a Catholic school for
discriminating against a student who was not allowed to register again because of her mother’s
marital status.10
In November 2014, following consultations over the implementation of Supreme Decree No. 924 of
1983 regulating religious classes, the Ministry of Education issued a notice to specify that schools
can offer elective religious classes, and that parents can decide about their children’s involvement
when they are in primary school, and that students themselves can decide when they are in middle
school. It further states that in the case of religious schools, the will of the parents must be
respected if they request in writing that their children be exempt from religious instruction, even if
they originally chose that particular school. Subsequently, in December 2014 the Ministry issued
another notice removing the provision that parents can decide in primary schools, and students in
middle school. This led to various reactions, including legal objections from a law professor who is
the national president of the Private School Federation.11
In December 2014 a bill went before Congress in relation to the protection of religious freedom, to
amend article 18 of the Penal Code in order to ensure moral damages for victims and their families
in case of offences under Law No. 20357 such as, inter alia, crimes against humanity, genocide
and war crimes.12
In December 2014 a bill was presented to Congress to amend Law No. 19496 in order to penalise
any kind of advertising information that contained racist or discriminatory content “... based on
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or any other status”.13
In December 2014, the Court of Appeal in Santiago upheld an application by a Branhamite minister
against a ban issued by the Ministry of the Interior and Public Security preventing him from
entering Chilean Territory.14
In January 2015, the government went before Congress with a bill to decriminalise abortion in
three cases.15
In March 2016, the Chamber of Deputies approved by 66 votes to 44 the proposed
decriminalisation of abortion in three cases presented by the government of President Bachelet.
The law includes provisions for conscientious objection for doctors who refuse to perform it. The
bill is waiting for senatorial approval.16
In March 2016, the Standing Committee of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Chile sent a
message to Catholics and the people of Chile concerning the approval by the Chamber of Deputies
of the pro-abortion law. It read: “While governments and authorities, too many pro-abortion

legislators, discuss the various ways to safeguard the "common house" of humanity, we recall the
statement of Pope Francis, who asserts that ‘concern for the protection of nature is also
incompatible with the justification of abortion.’”17
In 2014, three Catholic churches were attacked: the Shrine of Lourdes in Santiago; the Shrine of
Santa Barbara in the Araucanía Region; and the Parish of Our Lady of Mercy in Los Castaños,
Santiago. Sacred images of Christ, St Sebastian and the Virgin Mary were damaged in these
attacks, as was part of the compounds. In 2015, an attack was reported against an image of Mary
in the Diocese of Villarrica. In 2016, attacks against places of worship have increased. They
include a Catholic church in Santiago, eight churches in the region of Araucanía, as well as four
Catholic chapels and three Evangelical churches. The attacks in Araucanía are connected to land
claims by the Mapuche, an indigenous people, which it is claimed is fuelling a climate of insecurity
with attacks on roads, lorries and private homes, and slogans in favour of “the Mapuche cause.”
Others, however, claim that those behind the attacks and bombings are outside groups that have
appropriated the Mapuche cause, especially given the fact that this community is predominantly
Christian.18
Prospects for freedom of religion
While peaceful co-existence defines the religious climate in Chile, attacks against Christian
churches have significantly increased during the period covered by this report. Most of these
attacks have occurred in Araucanía, a region in southern Chile that is going through a particularly
insecure period because of conflicts over land claims by the Mapuche people. However, it appears
that some violent or extremist groups have seized the Mapuche cause, and do not represent the
latter’s legitimate aspirations. Religious authorities have indicated that temple burning is evidence
that the Catholic Church and freedom of religious worship are being targeted. Hence, the once
peaceful atmosphere of religious co-existence is deteriorating. Attacks against religious temples
and holy sites are expected to continue. Thus, prospects are bleak, negatively affecting freedom of
worship and freedom of religion.
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